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A LOCAL 
HERO  FOR 
AUSTRALIA’S 
WORKERS.
Leveraging over 25 years of industry 
experience and design expertise in 
Australia, Corporate Chair Systems are 
proud to introduce the Hero Chair  .

Designed with Real™ Ergonomics, the Hero 
Chair   is created specifically for the Australian 
workforce and its anthropometric and posture 
related challenges.

It’s a fact that over 80% of adult Australians 
experience back pain during their working 
lives, with the burden and costs of back pain 
increasing significantly for business.

This is why many organisations are now 
embracing staff seating as a strategic 
investment, to remove the risks and costs 
resulting from incorrect posture in the workplace.

THE BURDEN &
COST OF BACK 
PAIN IS INCREASING 
SIGNIFICANTLY
FOR BUSINESS.



Designed and built with the unique functionality of Real™ 
Ergonomics, the Hero Chair   empowers any person to easily fit 
the chair. 

The Hero Chair   meets Real™ Ergonomics Category 2 
certification, suitable for MSD preventative project task seating.

This ensures the correct comfort and spinal support for each 
individual shape and sitting position.

Unlike the common Synchronised task chair you find in typical 
commercial projects, Real™ Ergonomics powers the Hero Chair   
to provide an independently controlled seat pan and backrest 
to achieve optimum sitting posture.

REAL 

ERGONOMICS 
FOR REAL 
SUPPORT.

SYNCHRONISED 
“ERGONOMIC” 
PROJECT CHAIR

Synchronised or 
“self adjust” recline 

™

COMPARED TO
HERO CHAIR 
WITH REAL™ 
ERGONOMICS 

A CHAIR IS ONLY 
ERGONOMIC WHEN IT 
CAN BE ADJUSTED TO 
SUIT THE OCCUPANT, 
THEIR WORKSTATION
& THE TASK AT HAND.

Independent 
back rest adjust

Independent 
seat adjust



Posture control & adjustability is critical in Real™ 
Ergonomics, due to the changing shape of the spine 
from disc compression throughout the day. The Hero 
Chair   empowers the occupant to control posture 
easily and safely.

HERO 
POSTURE 
CONTROL. 

The Hero’s substantial cushioned lumbar support provides 
a height adjustable curve range of 290mm. This has been 
specifically designed to support the core of the spine, and 
prevent the effects of referred pain in the future.

A HERO   FOR LUMBAR SUPPORT

The Hero Chair   balances refined style with posture 
formulated foaming for optimal blood circulation and 
added comfort over extended sitting hours.

Adding to the long term comfort and support, the seat 
depth adjustability considers the specific and unique 
buttock-popliteal profile of each individual.

A HERO   FOR CUSHION SUPPORT

DISC COMPRESSION 
CAUSES THE 
SHAPE OF YOUR 
SPINE TO CHANGE 
THROUGHOUT 
THE DAY.



The Hero Chair   powered by Real™ Ergonomics 
ensures your organisation is protected against 
hidden and future costs, while safe-guarding your 
employees from the health impacts of back pain and 
Muscularskeletal Disorders (MSD’s).

HEROES 
PROTECT 
YOUR 
BUSINESS 
AND PEOPLE.

INCREASE & MAXIMISE

Buy once and reduce hidden 
replacement costs

Reduce absenteeism and 
presenteeism

Improve risk management 
and reduce workers 

compensation claims

Improve your employees 
health

Maximise your employees 
efficiency

Increase and maintain 
employee morale

REDUCE & MINIMISE

To understand more about Real™ Ergonomics and the 
ROI in today’s corporate world, please scan here.

MSD’S ARE THE 
MOST COMMON 
CAUSE OF WORKERS 
COMPENSATION 
CLAIMS IN 
AUSTRALIA.



HERO
FINISH.
Every chair comes in black, and so can 
the Hero  . However the Hero Chair   can 
be manufactured in your corporate 
colours to reinforce the value and power 
of your company brand.

Another recognised fact is that whilst 
the workspace is strategically designed 
for each company culture and workflow 
objectives, the chair itself is a powerful  
connection between your company brand 
and employees level of engagement.

EVERY CHAIR 
COMES IN 
BLACK.



HERO 
SPECIFICATIONS.
Every Hero Chair   is manufactured by Corporate Chair 
Systems, here in Australia.

The Hero Chair   is manufactured to exceed 
Australian & International Standards. The Hero 
has been designed & built to exceed the highest 
levels of strength & durability testing.

Peace of mind for life. The quality & build of the 
Hero Chair   is backed with an industry best and 
comprehensive Life time warranty.

The Hero Chair   meets Real™ Ergonomics 
Category 2 certification, suitable for MSD 
preventative project task seating.

APPROVED BY MANY 
OCCUPATIONAL 
THERAPISTS & 
ERGONOMISTS 
ACROSS AUSTRALIA.

A   
B  
C    
D   

back width
back height
usable seat depth 
usable seat width

435mm
485mm
410 - 510mm range
330 - 520mm range

A

B

C

D

Chair load rating 160kg - alloy base recommended for 130kg+ use. 

Spine health height adjustable lumbar curve range up to 290mm.

EasyReach independent ergonomic adjustments.

Available with or without seat depth adjustability function.

Multi-functional armrests – workstation use approved. Available in 
black or chrome trim.

Purpose specified castor options – soft or hard tyred. Black or 
Chrome finish option.

Also available in an upholstered backrest.

Also available with a meeting room synchronised mechanism.

High Grade Commercial fabrics or leather upholstery options.

Anti-sag EnduroMesh backrest – this mesh is covered by our 
industry best Life time warranty.



THE 
SUSTAINABLE
HERO .

IMPLEMENTATION & 
DEVELOPMENT OF LEAN 
METHODOLOGY IS AN 
INHERENT PRINCIPAL 
IN THE BUILD OF THE 
HERO CHAIR .

The Hero Chair   is tested for design strength & 
durability, exceeding Australian and International 
standards. This enables us to guarantee the Hero 
Chair   for life.

USE

The Hero Chair   is 95% recyclable. 
Corporate Chair Systems aspires to a no-waste 
outcome through offering buyback programs, 
existing chair removal & recycling. 

END OF LIFE-CYCLE

MATERIALS
Thanks to our commitment to minimum 
material consumption, our products are 
recycled in part and are totally free from 
substances like PVC, CFC, solvents, benzene, 
lead and mercury. Our wooden components 
are carefully secured from renewable and 
sustainable resources.

PRODUCTION
Our Lean production accreditation minimises 
waste generation, energy consumption and 
environmental impact during the production 
process. For us it’s not just a green policy, it’s 
our practice, it’s our way of business.
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At Corporate Chair Systems, our capabilities are unique in the 
Australian market, providing a true end to end service for your 
business. We are passionate about creating high performance chairs 
that are functional in their purpose and creative in their design.

COMPANY CAPABILITIES

Corporate Chair Systems operate a flexible manufacturing line, 
therefore accommodating a short delivery turnaround in today’s 
demanding market.

SHORT LEAD TIME

Poor posture is the underlying cause of many Musculoskeletal 
Disorders that are treated in Australian businesses every day. It’s 
why Corporate Chair Systems services go beyond the installation of 
the chairs for your project.

We have ongoing resources for your organisation to ensure the 
benefits of purchasing the correct Ergonomic chair will be enhanced 
by employees receiving posture awareness, training and support.

POSTURE WELLNESS ADVICE & TRAINING

AFTER MANUFACTURING 
FOR 25 YEARS, 
CORPORATE CHAIR 
SYSTEMS REPRESENTS 
OUTSTANDING DEPTH 
& EXPERIENCE IN THE 
AUSTRALIAN MARKET.

The Hero Chair   is built to Australian and International standards 
right here in Australia, using our own highly skilled engineers and 
upholsterers.

AUSTRALIAN QUALITY

To experience the Hero Chair   with Real Ergonomics, and 
understand more about how good posture can greatly 
improve the productivity of your business, please call one 
of our Business Seating Consultants on: 1300 211 900

HERO 
CAPABILITIES.





